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What is this report about?
Convenience retailing is changing fast. For years, it changed
little while the food retailing market leaders concentrated on
developing superstores to serve the primary weekly shop. But
in the last ten years those same market leaders have turned
their attention to C-stores and developed formats that serve
consumers far better.

Key issues covered in the analysis
• C-stores are widely used, with 36m people claiming to

shop at them.
• Almost 10m people are using them more now than a

few years ago. Largely thanks to the success of Tesco
Express and similar formats, although their growth
alone would not account for such a large figure.

• Just under half (17m shoppers), usually use them if
they want something right away and almost as many
(15m) use them just for top-up items.

• Price is an important decider of which C-store to visit
for 19m shoppers. But 27m people just choose the
closest outlet.

• For between 7.5m and 8.5m shoppers, promotions,
well-known brands, quality of offer and friendly service
are important reasons to choose which C-store to
shop at. Ethical and environmental issues are far less
important – only 4%, 1.5 million people – use them
because they think it is better for the environment.

• C-stores still face competition from supermarkets,
however, as 5m people would rather use their local
superstore for top-up shopping.

• Mintel believes that in the longer term the function of
the convenience store will be to provide immediate
meal needs – snacks, lunchtime foods and meals to
take home to cook in the microwave. Presently, only
4m people say they use C-stores for snacks.

Scope of the report
A convenience store (C-store) is a retail format that is
complementary to the superstore. It offers a convenience
service for people needing to do top-up shopping or looking
for immediate meal solutions.

Mintel Oxygen - Quality market and consumer
insight
Mintel Oxygen isn't just another source for
market research data - it's your business guide
towards successful growth and profitability.
Mintel Oxygen - All you need to know about your
market:
• Opportunities and risks
• Product innovation
• Brand analysis
• Consumer trends
• Company profiles and analysis
• News and commentary
• Overviews, PowerPoint presentations,
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Use Mintel Oxygen to:
• Gain fresh market insight every day
• Drive your business forward based on

consumer trends
• Stand out in new business pitches
• Support your decision-making
• Validate your approach with solid data and

expert opinion
• Benchmark competitive activity
• Monitor international developments

If you have any questions or require
further information, send an email to
oxygen@mintel.com or call us on
+44 (0)20 7606 6000.


